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THE VISCOUS CAHN-HILLIARD EQUATION:
MORSE DECOMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE

OF THE GLOBAL ATTRACTOR

M. GRINFELD AND A. NOVICK-COHEN

Abstract. In this paper we establish a Morse decomposition of the stationary
solutions of the one-dimensional viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation by explicit en-
ergy calculations. Strong non-degeneracy of the stationary solutions is proven
away from turning points and points of bifurcation from the homogeneous
state and the dimension of the unstable manifold is calculated for all station-
ary states. In the unstable case, the flow on the global attractor is shown to
be semi-conjugate to the flow on the global attractor of the Chaffee-Infante
equation, and in the metastable case close to the nonlocal reaction–diffusion
limit, a partial description of the structure of the global attractor is obtained
by connection matrix arguments, employing a partial energy ordering and the
existence of a weak lap number principle.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we consider the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation

(1− α)ηt = ∆[f(η)− ε2∆η + αηt],(1.1)

where f(η) = F ′(η) and where F is a double well free energy density on a bounded
domain Ω in Rn, n = 1, 2 or 3, though we shall focus primarily on the case n =
1. Here ε measures the range of the intermolecular forces, and η represents, for
example, the concentration of one of two components of a binary viscous liquid
system. The viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation has been proposed as a model for
phase separation in glass and polymer systems where intermolecular friction forces
may be expected to be of importance. A derivation of this equation is given in [39].
For a review, see [41]. The boundary conditions are typically taken to be

∇η · n = 0 and J · n = 0,(1.2)

where

J = −∇[f(η)− ε2∆η].

Note that if we take α = 0, the Cahn–Hilliard equation [12],

ηt = ∆[f(η)− ε2∆η].(1.3)

is obtained. It is a well accepted macroscopic field–theoretical model of processes
such as phase separation in a binary alloy. Here also it is appropriate to consider
the boundary conditions (1.2). On the other hand, taking α = 1 in the viscous
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Cahn–Hilliard equation, a simple calculation shows that the result is the nonlocal
reaction–diffusion equation [46]

ηt = ε2∆η − f(η) +
1
|Ω|

∫
Ω

f(η) dx,(1.4)

which is a nonlocal second order parabolic equation. Here η is taken to satisfy
Neumann boundary conditions.

A different way of deriving equation (1.1) and (1.4) has been suggested by Fife
[21]. One can take the Ginzburg–Landau free energy functional

F(η) =
∫

Ω

{F (η) +
ε2

2
|∇η|2} dx

and look for constrained (mass–conserving) gradient flows of this functional. The
equation one obtains depends on the choice of definition of the gradient flow. Gradi-
ent flow in the sense of theH−1(Ω) inner product yields the Cahn–Hilliard equation,
while gradient flow in L2(Ω) inner product leads to the nonlocal reaction–diffusion
equation; a weighted average of these two inner products gives (1.1).

It is not hard to show using the ideas of [29, 17] (see §3 ) that the viscous Cahn–
Hilliard possesses a global attractor which is compact, connected and consists of
equilibria and orbits connecting them. In one space dimension the equilibria are
isolated [37] and the global attractor is finite–dimensional; in higher dimension this
is not in general the case. For the Cahn–Hilliard equation one knows, moreover,
that there exist inertial manifolds [37] and inertial sets [15]. By definition, the
inertial manifolds and inertial sets are finite dimensional, exponentially attracting,
and contain the global attractor.

As far as dependence of the attractors on α is concerned, the following theorem
can be proved using the ideas of [29] and [17]. Let us denote by Am

α the attractor
of the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation in one space dimension for a given value of
m on a given interval Ω = [0, L], where the dependence of the global attractor
resulting from the mass constraint has been indicated explicitly.

Theorem 1.1. The sets {Am
α } are Hausdorff–continuous with respect to α and m

at α = 1 for m ∈ (−1, 1).

We only indicate here the semigroup setting for this theorem; the detailed ar-
guments can be found in §3. Our initial discussion is general and not restricted to
n = 1. The most useful way of writing (1.1) in this context is:

(1− α)ηt = ∆w, αηt = ε2∆η − f(η) + w,(1.5)

in Ω, with boundary conditions

∇η · n = ∇w · n = 0 on ∂Ω.

Now let

L̇2(Ω) = {f ∈ L2(Ω),
∫

Ω

f(x) dx = 0}.

Using the fact that ∫
Ω

w dx =
∫

Ω

f(η) dx,
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and incorporating the constraint∫
Ω

η(x, t) dx =
∫

Ω

η(x, 0) dx = m

by setting v = η −m, the equation

vt = B−1
α (ε2∆v − f(v +m) +

1
|Ω|

∫
Ω

f(v +m) dx)(1.6)

is obtained, where

Bα = αI + (1− α)∆−1.

Here ∆−1 is the Green’s function of −∆ on Ω with Neumann boundary conditions
acting on functions in L̇2(Ω). Bα is an invertible operator from H2(Ω) ∩ L̇2(Ω)
into L̇2(Ω) for α ∈ [0, 1]. We shall restrict our attention to the case m ∈ [0, 1],
since the case m ∈ [−1, 0] follows by symmetry and the case m ∈ [−∞, ∞]\ [−1, 1]
corresponds to m in the stable regime where the structure of the attractor is trivial.

For all m ∈ [0, 1] and for α ∈ [0, 1], (1.6) generates a semigroup Tm
α (t) on the

space X = H1(Ω) ∩ L̇2(Ω). It is well known that, for all α ∈ [0, 1], the viscous
Cahn-Hilliard equation (1.1) conserves mass. In the process of the proof of Theorem
1.1 it is also shown that the above semigroups have nice joint continuity properties
in terms of α and m in the sense of (H7bis)ε of Theorem 4.10.8 of [29]. This fact is
used in the sequel.

Furthermore, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 1.2. The dimensions of the unstable manifolds of equilibria are indepen-
dent of α.

Proof. Note from (1.6) that the eigenvalue problem associated with linearizing the
viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation around a stationary solution u is

ρBαφ+Hφ = 0, φ ∈ L̇2,(1.7)

where

Hφ = ε2∆φ− f ′(u)φ+
1
|Ω|

∫
Ω

f ′(u)φdx.

Assume that φ is a zero–eigenfunction of H; boundedness of B−1
α implies that φ

is also a zero–eigenfunction of B−1
α H for all α ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, if φ is a zero–

eigenfunction of B−1
α H for some α ∈ [0, 1], it is also a zero–eigenfunction of H.

Hence the dimensionality of the zero eigenspace is the same for all α ∈ [0, 1].
Now set L2

P (Ω) = L̇2(Ω)\{span of zero eigenfunctions}, and consider the opera-
tor equation

ρGBαφ+ φ = 0

for φ ∈ L2
P (Ω), where G = H−1. Since G and Bα are self-adjoint bounded operators

on L2
P (Ω), G is compact, and (Bαψ, ψ) > 0 for all nonzero ψ ∈ L2

P (Ω) and all
α ∈ [0, 1], the results of the appendix of [6] apply. Hence we conclude that the
number of unstable eigenvalues is identical for all α ∈ [0, 1]. Combining this with
the control on the number of zero–eigenfunctions described above, the lemma is
proved.
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The object of this paper is to present results contributing towards a partial
picture of the variation in the structure of the attractor (in one space dimension) for
the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation as the mass constraint and homotopy parameter
are varied. The new information obtained here is due to a partial ordering of
the stationary states according to their free energies. A fuller description of the
attractor is presented for α close to 1, that is, close to the nonlocal reaction–
diffusion equation limit; this is possible thanks to lap number type principles given
in Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 below coupled with semi-conjugacy and connection
matrix type arguments [35, 30]. In the final section we present some remarks on the
difficulties which arise when attempting a fuller description for the whole homotopy
of the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation. We note that the situation in more than one
dimension is much more complicated. While there is considerable information about
long time asymptotics [3, 4], the structure of the equilibria and their connecting
orbits is as present unclear, although some partial results on existence, (in)stability
and minimizing properties of specific types of equilibria are known [28], [36] [48]
[50].

From now on we take n = 1, so that Ω is a bounded interval, and consider the
rescaled problem

(1− α)ηt = [f(η)− ηxx + αηt]xx, x ∈ (0, L),

ηx(0) = ηx(L) = 0, ηxxx(0) = ηxxx(L) = 0.

Now we utilize the fact that the nonlocal reaction–diffusion equation is a second
order equation. In fact the crucial statement is:

Lemma 1.3. If u(x, t) is a solution of the nonlocal reaction–diffusion equation,
then its lap number, l(u) is nonincreasing with time.

Proof. Note that equation satisfied by u = ηx is a local second order parabolic
equation, so that the arguments of Matano [34] apply.

Lemma 1.3 shows that the nonlocal reaction–diffusion equation has what we shall
call the strong lap number property. By the weak lap number property we
would mean the following situation: let φ, ψ be two equilibria. Then if C(φ, ψ) 6= ∅,
that is, if there are connections from φ to ψ, then necessarily l(φ) ≥ l(ψ). Clearly,
the strong lap number property implies the weak one.

Remark. It was demonstrated in [8], for the Cahn-Hilliard equation, that even
though a weak lap number principle may hold, the strong lap number principle
fails to hold along certain connections. On the other hand, in the context of delay
differential equations [33] a strong lap number property may hold on the attractor
only.

Theorem 1.4. The semigroups Tm
α (t) have the weak lap number property for α

close to 1.

This theorem is a corollary of the following general result:

Proposition 1.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, the following is true: If
Am

1 admits an attractor–repellor pair Am
1 , R

m
1 , then for α sufficiently close to 1, Am

α

admits attractor–repellor pairs Am
α , R

m
α , such that the families of sets {Am

α }, {Rm
α }

are Hausdorff continuous at α = 1. Furthermore, if C(Rm
1 , A

m
1 ) is nonempty, so

is C(Rm
α , A

m
α ) for α sufficiently close to 1.
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The proof follows standard arguments in Conley index theory; see [22].

Proof of Theorem 1.4. Using the above proposition, we need only notice that if K
is the largest lap number of any equilibrium in Am

1 , we can take Am
1 to be the set

of equilibria of lap numbers not exceeding k for any k < K and all connections be-
tween such equilibria, with Rm

1 being the dual repellor. Then from the proposition
and Theorem 1.1 it follows that for α sufficiently close to 1 all equilibria in Am

1

are contained in Am
α , and, furthermore, that there are no connections from these

equilibria to the equilibria with lap numbers higher than k contained in Rm
α . Since

k is arbitrary, the theorem is proved.

In the one–dimensional case, with the free energy density chosen to be quartic, a
full description of the stationary states for the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation has
been given in [27]. The main result there is the following:

Theorem 1.6. 1. For any m, 0 < m < 1/
√

5, for any L ≤ π/
√

1− 3m2 there
are no nontrivial stationary monotone increasing solutions for the viscous
Cahn–Hilliard equation and for any L > π/

√
1− 3m2 there is a unique non-

trivial stationary monotone increasing solution for the viscous Cahn–Hilliard
equation.

2. Similarly, for any m, 1/
√

5 < m < 1/
√

3, there exists an Lγ(m) ≥ π such
that for L < Lγ(m) there are no nontrivial stationary solutions of the vis-
cous Cahn–Hilliard equation, for Lγ(m) < L < π/

√
1− 3m2 there are pre-

cisely two nontrivial stationary monotone increasing solutions for the viscous
Cahn–Hilliard equation, and for L ≥ π/

√
1− 3m2 there is precisely one such

solution.
3. Lastly, for any 1/

√
3 < m < 1, there is an Lγ(m), such that for any L <

Lγ(m) there are no nontrivial stationary solutions to the viscous Cahn-
Hilliard equation, while for any L > Lγ(m) there are precisely two stationary
monotone increasing solutions for the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation. Fur-
thermore, Lγ(m) →∞ as m→ 1.

Henceforth, we distinguish between three cases, the unstable case: 0 ≤ m < 1√
5
,

the transitional [38] case: 1√
5
≤ m < 1√

3
, and the metastable case: 1√

3
≤ m < 1.

The methods of analyzing intersections of level curves, which were used in [27]
and [42] are also useful for deriving energy estimates and in understanding the
structure of the stationary states. For this reason we point out that all monotone
stationary solutions may be parametrized by two parameters, p and a, restricted
to lie in an admissible region Σ. Symmetry considerations leads us to consider the
subregion of Σ which corresponds to m ≥ 0. This subregion will be denoted by Σ+

and is given by Σ+ = Σ ∩ {a ≥ 0}. The region Σ+ can be characterized as follows
[27],[42]:

Lemma 1.7. The boundaries of Σ+ are the curves (parametrized by p):

σ0 =
{
(p, 0), 0 < p <

1
4

}
;

σ1 =
{
(p, a1(p)) =

(
p,

√
1
27

− 4p
3

+
1
27

(12p+ 1)3/2
)
, − 1

12
< p ≤ 1

4

}
;
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σ2 =
{
(p, a2(p)) =

(
p,

√
1
27

− 4p
3
− 1

27
(12p+ 1)3/2

)
, − 1

12
< p ≤ 0

}
.

In terms of the level sets of the average concentration Cm, we have [42],[27]:

Lemma 1.8. For m̂ ∈ (0, 1/
√

3), the level set Cm̂ consists of a unique curve con-
necting the point (1/4, 0) with a point lying on the curve σ2, and for m̂ ∈ (1/

√
3, 1),

the level set Cm̂ consists of a unique curve connecting the point (1/4, 0) with a point
lying on the curve σ1.

The structure of this paper is as follows. After preliminary observations in
§2, in §3 Hausdorff-continuity of attractors Am

α at α = 1 is proven and in §4 we
show how to order stationary solutions by evaluating their free energy and relying
heavily on the techniques of [27]. In §6 nondegeneracy of the stationary states
away from turning points and points of bifurcation from the homogeneous state
is demonstrated and the dimension of the unstable manifolds is calculated using
continuity arguments in Σ+, connection matrix methods, and a comparison theorem
from [7]. Finally, in §7 we discuss the structure of the attractor, treating both the
stable and metastable cases.

2. Notation

In this section we introduce a consistent notation for the set of all stationary
solutions of the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation. In particular, for a given value of
the mass m ∈ [0, 1] we need to parameterize all branches of stationary solutions.

Note first that, for any m ∈ [0, 1], there always exists the trivial homogeneous
solution u(x) ≡ m, which we denote here by Mh(m). Such solutions correspond
to points (p, a) lying on σ1 ∪ σ2. In order to consider the monotone stationary
solutions, we turn to the information given in Theorem 1 of the Introduction.
Consider first the unstable case, (i). Here, setting Lmin(m) = π/

√
1− 3m2, there

clearly exists a unique monotone increasing nontrivial solution for any L in the
interval (Lmin(m), ∞). Note that Lmin(m) = Lσ2(m), i.e. the value of L assumed
at the intersection of the curve Cm with the curve σ2. Therefore these solutions
may be conveniently parametrized by the interval length L. For large values of L,
corresponding to points on the curve Cm lying near (1/4, 0), these solutions are
known to behave like interface solutions [13], i.e., they have no boundary layers
and contain a transition layer whose width is O(1/L). Thus it is convenient to use
for these solutions the notation M1+

i (L, m), where the superscript 1 indicates the
lap number l of the solution, while the superscript + refers to the fact that these
solutions are monotone increasing, and the subscript i refers to the fact that these
solutions behave asymptotically like interface solutions. The letter M here is used
in this paper to denote the various solutions and sets of solutions, due to the fact
that they will be the Morse sets in Morse decompositions to come. Noting that
there also exist decreasing as well as increasing solutions, since it is easy to check
that if u = u(x) is a stationary solution for a given value of L and m, then so is
u = u(−x); the monotone decreasing solutions will similarly be parametrized as
M1−

i (L, m).
Additional nonmonotone branches of solutions may be found by considering the

following lemma which follows trivially from the consideration of Neumann bound-
ary conditions [26]:
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Lemma 2.1. There exists a stationary solution of the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equa-
tion with lap number k on the interval [0, L] with mean mass m if and only if there
exists a monotone stationary solution of the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation with
means mass m on the interval number [0, L/k].

From the above lemma, we may conclude that for m in the unstable region and
for any L > Lmin(m) there exist k branches of solutions, where

k = max
j≥1

{ L

j
> Lmin(m)

}
.(2.1)

For these branches, we shall employ the notation M j±
i (L, m), 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

Considering now the metastable region, and referring to Lemma 1.8, it can be
shown by asymptotic analysis (see [8]) that monotone solutions corresponding to
points lying on Cm lying near (1/4, 0) behave like interface solutions; i.e., they
contain a smooth internal interface of width O(ε), and monotone solutions corre-
sponding to points on Cm lying close to the curve σ1 behave like spike solutions;
that is, they contain a boundary layer located near either of the two ends of the
interval. Nonmonotone interface solutions are obtained by alternately piecing to-
gether monotone solutions and their reflections. Nonmonotone spike solutions are
obtained similarly, and we remark that the nomenclature spike refers to the fact by
piecing together two nonmonotone spike solutions at their boundary layer ends, a
solution is obtained which has the appearance of a spike. Returning to Theorem
1.6 and following the notation used there, for L > Lγ(m) we obtain k branches
of both interface and spike solutions, as prescribed by the formula (2.1), which we
parametrize as

{M j±
i (L, m), M j±

s (L, m), 1 ≤ j ≤ k},
in addition to the trivial solution Mh(m). Here the superscript j implies that the
solution is comprised of j monotone solutions, and the superscript + (−) implies
that the leftmost monotone solution is increasing (decreasing).

Now, by continuity, for mean masses in the transitional region and for L > Lγ(m)
we again have k branches of interface solutions with k defined as before, which we
parametrize as

{M j±
i (L, m), 1 ≤ j ≤ k },

in addition to ks spike solutions

{M j±
s (L, m), 1 ≤ j ≤ ks },

where

ks = k − k0, for k0 = max
j≥0

{ L

j
≥ π√

1− 3m2

}
,(2.2)

as well as the trivial homogeneous solution Mh(m).

3. Hausdorff-continuity of the attractor

The discussion in this section follows roughly the treatment given in [17] where
the properties of the attractor for the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation with Dirichlet
boundary conditions were studied. For the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation with
Dirichlet boundary conditions, the mean mass is not preserved; as the mean mass
is conserved under the action of the semigroup of the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation
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with Neumann boundary conditions, the conclusions given there must be altered
accordingly.

In order to prove Hausdorff-continuity and other basic properties of the attractor,
it is necessary to discuss the regularity of solutions of the viscous Cahn–Hilliard
equation. Let | · | denote the L2(Ω) norm, | · |s the Hs(Ω) norm, and || · || the H1(Ω)
norm. It is easy to see that

(Bαvt, vt) = F(v) ≥ c1||v +m|| − c2(3.1)

where c1 and c2 are positive constants.

Theorem 3.1. For any α ∈ [0, 1], m ∈ [0, 1] and any v0 ∈ L̇2(Ω), there exists
a unique solution v(t) to the viscous Cahn–Hilliard equation (1.6) such that v ∈
C([0, T ]; L̇2(Ω)) ∩C1(0, T ; Ḣ−1(Ω)) for any T > 0. For all α ∈ [0, 1], there exists
an absorbing ball in Ḣ2(Ω). If, moreover, v0 ∈ Ḣ1(Ω), then v ∈ C([0, T ]; Ḣ1(Ω))∩
C1(0, T ; L̇2(Ω)) for any T > 0.

Let Tα(t; u0, m) denote the solution of (1.6) for given initial conditions and
mean mass on the interval [0, L], and let ∂t, ∂D, Dm denote its Fréchet derivative
with respect to time, initial conditions, and mean mass, respectively. Then for any
m ∈ [0, 1] :

|T0(t; u0, m)|β ≤ C1(R, β)[1 + t−(β−1)/4] ∀t > 0 ∀β ∈ [1, 4],

|Tα(t; u0, m)|β ≤ Cα
1 (R, β)[1 + t−(β−1)/2] ∀t > 0 ∀β ∈ [1, 2] ∀α ∈ (0, 1],

|∂tT0(t; u0, m)|0 ≤ C2(R, T )[1 + t−3/4] ∀t > 0,

|∂tTα(t; u0, m)|0 ≤ Cα
2 (R, T )[1 + t−1/2] ∀t > 0 ∀α ∈ (0, 1],

|∂tDT0(t; u0, m)w| ≤ C3(R, T )t−3/4||w||, t ∈ (0, T ],

|∂tDTα(t; u0, m)w| ≤ Cα
3 (R, T )t−1/2||w|| ∀α ∈ (0, 1], t ∈ (0, T ],

||DT0(t; u0, m)w|| ≤ C4(R, T )||w||, t ∈ (0, T ],

||DTα(t; u0, m)w|| ≤ Cα
4 (R, T )||w|| ∀t > 0 ∀α ∈ (0, 1], t ∈ (0, T ],

|∂tDmT0(t; u0, m)m̃| ≤ C5(R, T )t−3/4|m̃| ∀t > 0,

|∂tDmTα(t; u0, m)m̃| ≤ Cα
5 (R, T )t−1/2|m̃| ∀t > 0 ∀α ∈ (0, 1], t ∈ (0, T ],

||DmT0(t; u0, m)m̃|| ≤ C6(R, T )|m̃| ∀t > 0,

||DmTα(t; u0, m)m̃|| ≤ Cα
6 (R, T )|m̃| ∀t > 0 ∀α ∈ (0, 1], t ∈ (0, T ].
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Proof. For initial data in L̇2(Ω), the existence and uniqueness results for the case
α = 0 are proven in [10] and for the case α ∈ (0, 1] they may be proven directly
as for the reaction diffusion equation (see [49]). For initial data in Ḣ1(Ω), the
existence and regularity results cited for the case α = 0 may be found in [37] or
[49], and those cited in the case α ∈ (0, 1] may be proved as in [17] using the (1.6)
setting. For the existence of absorbing sets for the case α = 0 see e.g. [37], and for
the case α ∈ (0, 1] the methods of [49] suffice. The inequalities listed above may be
proved by combining the methods of §2 of [17] with the setting of (1.6) and with
the existence of absorbing sets cited above.

Corollary 3.2. For each α ∈ [0, 1] and m ∈ [0, 1], Tm
α is a C1-gradient semigroup

for which orbits of bounded sets are bounded and which is completely continuous
and asymptotically smooth.

Proof. Theorem 3.1 implies that Tm
α is a strongly continuous C1–semigroup. The

existence of absorbing sets in Ḣ2(Ω), demonstrated in Theorem 3.1, yields that
orbits of bounded sets in L̇2(Ω) are bounded and completely continuous. Corollary
3.2.2 of [29] or Theorem 1.1 of [49] shows that the semigroup is asymptotically
smooth. Finally, the existence of the absorbing sets implies that each orbit Tm

α

is precompact and hence, by (3.1), Tm
α defines a gradient system in the sense of

Definition 3.8.1 [29].

Theorem 3.3. Let ξ, ξα, ξα+ε ∈ B(0, R) where B(0, R) is a ball in Ḣ1(Ω), α ∈
(0, 1], m,mα,mα+ε ∈ [0, 1], and let α, ε, α + ε ∈ [0, 1]. Then there is a constant
C1 = C1(α, R) such that

||Tα(t; ξα, mα)− Tα+ε(t; ξα+ε, mα+ε)|| ≤ C1[ |ξα − ξα+ε|+ |mα −mα+ε|+ ε ],

||DTα(t; ξ, m)w −DTα+ε(t; ξ, m)w|| ≤ C1ε||w||.
Similarly for ξ, ξ0, ξε ∈ B(0, R), m,m0,mε ∈ [0, 1], there is a constant C2 = C2(R)
such that

||T0(t; ξ0, m0)− Tε(t; ξε, mε)|| ≤ C2(1 + t−1/2)[ |ξ0 − ξε|+ |m0 −mε|+ ε ],

||DT 0(t; ξ, m)w −DT ε(t; ξ, m)w|| ≤ C2(1 + t−1/2)ε||w||.
Proof. The proof is similar to that given for Theorem 2.3 in [17] and we do not
elaborate.

It is proved in §5 that for all α ∈ [0, 1] and m ∈ [0, 1], away from turning
points and points of bifurcation from the homogeneous state, all equilibria are
hyperbolic. Since, for a given value of m, m ∈ [0, 1], by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 the
set of curves in Σ+ corresponding to solutions with constant mean mass m and lap
number k, k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, is discrete, the values of L which correspond to turning
points or points of bifurcation from the homogeneous state form a discrete set with
no accumulation point and may be treated as non-generic. Therefore from the
existence of a Lyapunov function, the smoothing properties of Theorem 3.1 and
Corollary 3.2, invoking Theorem 3.8.5 of [29], we have that
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Theorem 3.4. For each α ∈ [0, 1] and m ∈ [0, 1] away from turning points and
points of bifurcation from the homogeneous state, the semigroup Tm

α (t) has a com-
pact, connected global attractor Am

α given by

Am
α =

⋃
v∈Em

α

W (v)

where W (·) denotes the unstable set.

Lastly, Hausdorff-continuity now follows from Theorem 4.10.8 in [29]; see also
[31]:

Theorem 3.5. Let α0 ∈ (0, 1), m0 ∈ (−1, 1) and suppose that for a given in-
terval length L, m0 does not correspond to a turning point or a point of bifurcation
from the homogeneous state, then there is a constant C = C(α0) > 0 such that for
ε and for δ sufficiently small

d(Am0
α0
, Am0+δ

α0+ε ) ≤ C(|ε|+ |δ|).
Furthermore, there are constants Ki > 0, i = 1, 2, such that for ε > 0 and ε and δ
sufficiently small,

d(Am0
1 ,Am0+δ

1−ε ) ≤ K1(ε+ |δ|)
and

d(Am0
0 ,Am0+δ

ε ) ≤ K2(ε+ |δ|).

4. Energy separation

Taking the (generalized) free energy of a stationary solution u(x) to be

F(u) =
1
L

∫ L

0

{
1
2
u2

x + F (u)

}
dx,(4.1)

we have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. For any m, let E(L, i), E(L, s) be the free energy of a monotone
stationary interface or spike solution, respectively, parametrized by L. Then, if
Eh = F(m) is the energy of the trivial (homogeneous) solution with mean mass m,
we have:

(i) For m ∈ (0, 1√
5
), limL→Lmin(m)E(L, i) = Eh(m), and for m ∈ ( 1√

5
, 1),

limL→Lmax(m)E(L, s) = Eh(m);
(ii) limL→∞E(L, i) = −1/4 < Eh(m);
(iii) E′(L, i) < 0, L 6= Lγ(m);
(iv) E′(L, s) < 0, L 6= Lγ(m);
(v) For m ∈ ( 1√

5
, 1), E(L, i) < E(L, s), L ∈ (Lγ(m), Lmax(m)), where

Lγ(m) denotes the value of L assumed at the point of intersection of Cm with the
unique curve γ in Σ+ of turning points ( in [27] the curve γ was denoted as γ1 ),
and where

Lmin(m) = Lσ2(m), Lmax(m) =

 Lσ2(m), 1/
√

5 ≤ m < 1/
√

3,

∞, 1/
√

3 ≤ m ≤ 1,
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(a)

(b)
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L
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E

E

E

E

E

E

h

h

h

(c)

E=-1/4

E=-1/4

E=-1/4

Figure 1. The free energy of the solution branches: (a) the
unstable case; (b) the transitional case; (c) the metastable case.

where Lσ2(m) = π/
√

1− 3m2 denotes the value of L assumed at the point of inter-
section of the curve Cm with the curve σ2.

Remark. We note that numerically this result was partially verified in [38] and [16];
see Figure 1 as well as the pictures in [6].

The proof relies heavily on the notation, methods, and results of [27]; see also
[26, 42]. For brevity, we summarize in the two theorems which follow the results
from the above mentioned papers which will be employed in the proof of Theorem
4.1.

The first theorem which we present contains what we know about the geometry
of Σ+ and the level sets CL and Cm,

Theorem 4.2. Along the boundary of Σ+, ∆ = 0, and within the interior of Σ+,
∆ < 0 where

∆ = −64p3 + 32p2 + 4(18a2 − 1)p+ 27a4 − 2a2.

Along σ1,

L = ∞ and m =
1√
3
(1 +

√
1 + 12p)1/2,

and along σ2,

L = π(1 + 12p)−1/4 and m =
1√
3
(1−

√
1 + 12p)1/2.
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These values of L and m correspond to points of bifurcation of monotone solutions
from the homogeneous state.

For any L ∈ (π, ∞), there exists a unique level curve CL connecting a point on
σ2 with a point on σ0. Moreover,

Lp(p, a) > 0, La(p, a) > 0, (p, a) ∈ Σ+.(4.2)

Hence CL may be parametrized as a unique monotone decreasing curve aL = aL(p).
For any m ∈ (0, 1), there exists a unique level curve in Σ+ which we denote by

Cm connecting a point on σ1 ∪ σ2 with the point (1
4 , 0), and

mp(p, a) > 0, (p, a) ∈ Σ+.(4.3)

Throughout Σ+, the level curves CL and Cm intersect transversely, except along a
unique curve which we denote by γ connecting the points (− 7

100 ,
4

5
√

5
) and (1/4, 0).

Along γ,

W (p, a) ≡ ∆
L

(Lamp − Lpma)(4.4)

vanishes. The curve γ can be parametrized by p, a = aγ(p). Along it a is monotone
decreasing with p. Above γ, W < 0, and below γ, W > 0. For m̂ ∈ (0, 1√

5
], the

curves Cm̂ and γ do not intersect within the interior of Σ+, and for m̂ ∈ ( 1√
5
, 1),

the curves Cm̂ and γ have a unique intersection within the interior of Σ+. The
points (p, a) ∈ γ correspond to the unique folds or turning points of the bifurcation
diagram, and the values assumed by L = L(p, a) correspond to the values Lγ(m)
mentioned in Theorem 1.6. All intersections of the curve γ with the curves CL are
transverse.

Proof. For a proof of Theorem 4.2, we refer the reader to Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6,
3.7 and Theorems 3.8, 3.10 in [27], and to the references cited there.

In terms of the notation introduced in Section 2, the solutions corresponding to
points (p, a) lying above γ are monotone spike solutions, and the solutions corre-
sponding to points (p, a) lying below γ are monotone interface solutions. Actually,
the lemma stated below and proven later in this section demonstrates that indeed γ
divides Σ+ into a spike region and an interface region, also for stationary solutions
of arbitrary lap number.

Lemma 4.3. For any k, k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, the locus of points in Σ+ which correspond
to turning points for stationary solutions with lap number k is given by the curve
γ.

Similarly, it is easy to see that

Lemma 4.4. For any k, k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, the locus of points in Σ+ which corre-
spond to points of bifurcation of stationary solutions with lap number k from the
homogeneous solution is given by the curve σ2.

The following alternative representation is also available.

Theorem 4.5. For (p, a) ∈ Σ+ setting n(p, a) = 1
L

∫ L

0
z2(y) dy, we may write

L(p, a) = J0, p, m(p, a) =
J1,p

J0,p
, n(p, a) =

J2,p

J0, p
,(4.5)
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where

Ji(p, a) =
∫

Γ

zn
√

2
(z4

4
− z2

2
+ az + p

)
dz

where Γ denotes the piece of the curve

(
1
2
v2 ≡ )

1
2
z2

y =
z4

4
− z2

2
+ az + p(4.6)

in the upper half of the (z, zy), connecting points which we denote by (z0(p, a), 0)
and (z1(p, a), 0).

Moreover, na = La = 0 along σ0, n = m2 along σ1 ∪ σ2, and z0(p, a) = z1(p, a)
along σ2.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.5 relies on the information given in Lemma 3.4 and
in the statement and proof of Proposition 3.1 of [27].

Lemma 4.6. For any (p, a) ∈ Σ+, the energy of a monotone stationary solution
corresponding to that (p, a) is given by

E(p, a) =
J0

J0,p
− am(p, a)− p,(4.7)

or equivalently, by

E(p, a) = −1
3
(n(p, a)− p).(4.8)

Proof. Using the fact that the first integral of a stationary solution may be written
in the form (4.6), we note that in the notation of Theorem 4.2,

E =
1
L

∫ L

0

{1
2
z4 − z2 + az + p} dx =

1
L

∫
Γ

{
1
2z

4 − z2 + az + p

v

}
dz,

=
1
L

{1
2
J4, p − J2, p + aJ1, p + pJ0, p

}
.(4.9)

From (4.6), it follows that vvz = z3 − z + a; hence

z4

v
=
z2

v
− a

z

v
+ zvz.(4.10)

Integrating the above expression over Γ and integrating by parts, we obtain

J4, p = J2, p − aJ1, p − J0.(4.11)

Similarly, from (4.6) and (4.10), it follows that

v = 2p
1
v

+
3a
2
z

v
− 1

2
z2

v
+

1
2
zvz.

Again, integrating the above expression over Γ and integrating by parts, we obtain
3
2
J0 = 2pJ0, p +

3a
2
J1, p − 1

2
J2, p.(4.12)

(This equation appears as equation (3.14) in [27].) Using (4.11) and (4.12) it is
easy to see that (4.9) may be expressed as either (4.7) or (4.8).

In addition to the monotonicity lemmas of [27, 42, 26], we also need

Lemma 4.7. ma(p, a) > 0 in Σ+.
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Proof. Recall, as noted in Theorem 4.2, that γ divides Σ+ into two regions, such
that W < 0 above γ and W > 0 below γ. Since ∆ < 0 and Lp, La, and mp are
positive throughout Σ+ (Theorem 4.2), it follows from the definition of W (p, a)
that, in the region {W > 0} ∩ Σ+, ma > 0.

By continuity, it follows from (4.4) that, along Cm which cross γ, there exists a
neighborhood in which W < 0 and which lies in proximity to γ, in which ma > 0. If
ma > 0 throughout the entire region in which W < 0, we are done, so let us suppose
that there exists a value of m̂ for which ma < 0. It would then follow, by (4.3), that
the slope of the curve Cm̂ must change sign (as a curve parametrized by p ) within the
region W < 0. However, by (4.2), the slope of the curves aL

p (p) = −Lp/La remains
negative for all curves CL in this region. Thus, within the region {W < 0} ∩ Σ+,
there must be a point where a CL curve and a Cm curve intersect nontransversely.
However, at such a point necessarily W (p, a) = 0 ( Theorem 4.2 ), yielding a
contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. To prove (i), we first evaluate E(p, a) along the boundaries
of Σ+. Note that by Theorems 4.2-4.5, along σ1

n = m2 =
1
3
(1 +

√
1 + 12p),

and along σ2

n = m2 =
1
3
(1−

√
1 + 12p).

Therefore, we may conclude that along σ1 ∪ σ2

p =
3
4
m4 − 1

2
m2.(4.13)

Substituting this expression for p into the second expression for the energy, and
noting that n = m2 along σ1 ∪ σ2 ( Theorem 4.5 ), we obtain that along σ1

E(p, a1(p)) = −1
2
(n− 1

2
n2) =

1
4
m4 − 1

2
m2,(4.14)

and similarly, along σ2,

E(p, a2(p)) =
1
4
m4 − 1

2
m2.(4.15)

Since 1
4m

4 − 1
2m

2 is clearly the energy of the trivial state u(x) ≡ m, (i) is proven.
In order to prove (ii), we examine the partial derivatives of E(p, a). From the

first expression for the energy and since J0, p = L (Theorem 4.5), it follows that

Ep =
−J0J0, pp

J2
0, p

− amp = −J0Lp

L2
− amp.

Since z0(a) = z1(a) along σ2 ( Theorem 4.5 ), it is easy to see that along σ2

J0(a−1
2 (a), a) =

∫
Γ

v dz = 0.

Hence integrating with respect to p,

J0(p, a) =
∫ p

a−1
2 (a)

J0, p dp + J0(a−1
2 (a), a),
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and noting that J0, p = L > 0, we obtain that J0 > 0 throughout Σ+. By (4.2)-(4.3)
Lp > 0 and mp > 0 throughout Σ+; therefore it follows that

Ep(p, a) < 0 (p, a) ∈ Σ+.(4.16)

Similarly from the first and second expressions for the energy, we have that

Ea(p, a) =
−J0J0, pa

J2
0, p

− ama =
−J0La

L2
− ama,(4.17)

and

Ea(p, a) = −1
3
na.(4.18)

Since ma > 0 by Lemma 4.7 and since La > 0 by (4.2), it follows from (4.17) that

Ea(p, a) < 0, (p, a) ∈ Σ+.(4.19)

Similarly from (4.18) and Theorem 4.5, it follows that

Ea(p, a) = 0 along σ0.

From the analyticity of E(p, a) throughout Σ+, the behavior of the derivatives
of E(p, a) in Σ+, and from the information given above concerning the behavior
of E(p, a) along σ1 ∪ σ2 given in (4.14)-(4.15), it follows that in a neighborhood of
the point (1/4, 0), E(p, a) uniformly approaches the value −1/4, independently of
m.

In order to prove (iii) and (iv), it is useful to calculate the directional derivative
of E(p, a) along Cm. Recalling that ma > 0 throughout Σ+ by Lemma 4.7, and
mp > 0 by (4.3), it follows that the curves Cm may be parametrized as curves
am = am(p). It is now easy to calculate the directional derivative of E(p, a) along
am(p):

d

dp
E(p, am(p)) = Ep(p, a)− mp

ma
Ea(p, a) =

J0

∆Lma
W (p, a).(4.20)

Similarly, the directional derivative of L(p, a) along am(p) is given by
d

dp
L(p, am(p)) = Lp − mp

ma
La = − L

∆ma
W (p, a).(4.21)

We now recall that ma > 0, J0 > 0, and ∆ < 0 throughout the interior of Σ+, and
that within the interior of Σ+, W (p, a) = 0 vanishes only along the unique curve γ
where the turning points occur corresponding to the points where L(p, a) = Lγ(m).
Therefore, along curves Cm, it follows from (4.20)-(4.21) that, if L 6= Lγ(m), then
dE
dL = −J0L

−2 < 0, thus yielding the conclusions of claims (iii) and (iv) in the
lemma.

In order to prove (v), it is necessary to consider what happens to E(p, a) along
the curves CL. In particular, we may calculate now that

d

dp
E(p, aL(p)) = Ep(p, a)− Lp

La
Ea(p, a) = − aL

∆La
W (p, a).(4.22)

As a > 0, La > 0, and ∆ < 0 throughout Σ+ and since W (p, a) vanishes only
along the unique curve of turning points γ, we obtain that the curves CE ( curves
of constant energy ) and CL intersect transversely everywhere in Σ+ except along
the curve γ. Since, as noted in Theorem 4.2, the curves CL always intersect the
curve γ transversely, and since the curves CE and CL do not intersect transversely
along γ, we have that the curves CE also always intersect the curve γ transversely
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(to see this, just apply the definition of transversality). Thus we may conclude that
E cannot assume the same value twice along γ and hence by looking at the values
assumed by E(p, a) at the endpoints of the curve γ, we may conclude that E(p, a)
is monotone decreasing along the curve γ. Furthermore, it follows from (4.22) and
Lemma 4.7 that the curves CE may be parametrized as aE(p) and from (4.22) it
follows that, along the curves CE, E(p, aE(p)) is monotone decreasing when W < 0
and E(p, aE(p)) is monotone increasing when W > 0.

With this information, we show now that E(L, i) 6= E(L, s) if L 6= Lγ . The
proof is by contradiction. Suppose that for some L̄ and m such that L̄ 6= Lγ(m),
E(L̄(m), i) = E(L̄(m), s), and let us consider the region of Σ+ bounded by the
curve Cm, L ∈ (Lγ(m), L̄) (both in the region in which W > 0 and in the region
in which W < 0), and by the curve CL̄ which intersects the curve Cm at the points
where L = L̄. Note that this region is intersected by the curve γ. Let us consider
the part of this region which lies above the curve γ and the values assumed by
E(p, a) along the boundary of this region. Noting now that E(p, a) is decreasing
along γ and decreasing along CL̄ and Cm̂ when W < 0, we conclude that there must
exist a point on Cm which lies above γ where E(p, a) = E0, where E0 denotes the
value of the energy assumed at the point where CL̄ intersects γ. Since, by (4.16),
(4.19), and the boundary data (4.14)-(4.15), there is a unique curve aE = aE(p)
along which

E(p, aE(p)) = E0.

This implies that there must be a curve lying above γ along which E = E0. Let
us also look now at the values assumed by the energy function E(p, a) at the
intersection points of the curves CL̄ and Cm. At these intersection points,

E(p, a) = E(L̄, i) = E(L̄, s) ≡ Ē.

By the construction and by the monotonicity of E(p, a) along Cm it follows that
Ē < E0. However, let us consider the curve CĒ along which E = Ē. Clearly, by the
monotonicity of E along the curves Cm and CL̄, this curve cannot exit the region
defined above except through the points of intersection of the two curves CL̄ and Cm.
Therefore, the curve CĒ must intersect the curve CE0 which we described above.
However, as we have noted, E0 6= Ē, and hence a contradiction is obtained.

From the above lemma, the next theorem follows essentially as a corollary.

Theorem 4.8. For any L > 0 and any m ∈ [0, 1], let k be the number of interface
solutions. Then,

E(M1±
i ) < E(M2±

i ) < · · · < E(Mk±
i ),(4.23)

where E(M j±
i ) = E(M j±

i (L, m)) denotes the energy of an interface solution with
lap number j.

Proof. For any L > 0 and any m ∈ [0, 1], it suffices to consider two branches of
interface solutions, M i±

i (L, m), M (i+1)±
i (L, m), 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. By Lemma 2.1,

M j±
i (L, m) = M1±

i

(L
j
, m

)
,

and

M
(j+1)±
i (L, m) = M1±

i

( L

j + 1
, m

)
.
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Hence,

M j±
i (L, m) = M

(j+1)±
i

(j + 1
j

L, m
)
,

and therefore, by Theorem 4.1,

E(M j±
i (L, m)) < E(M (j+1)±

i (L, m)).

For the unstable region in which there are no spike solutions, using Theorem 4.8
it is easy to obtain a complete ordering of all stationary solutions:

Corollary 4.9. For any L > 0 and any m ∈ [0, 1√
5
], let k be the number of

interface solutions. Then

E(M1±
i ) < E(M2±

i ) < · · · < E(Mk±
i ) < Eh.

Proof. By the statement of Theorem 4.8, it only remains to verify the last inequality.
Noting that by Lemma 2.1

Mk±
i (L, m) = M1±

i (
L

k
, m)

and by definition of k, L/k ≥ Lmin(m), it follows from Theorem 4.1 parts (i) and
(iii) that E(Mk±

i ) < Eh.

For the transitional and metastable regions, we have the following partial results.

Theorem 4.10. For any L > 0 and any m ∈ ( 1√
5
, 1), let k be the number of inter-

face solutions and let ks be the number of spike solutions. Then for L sufficiently
large, there exists a j ≤ k such that

E(M1±
i ) < · · · < E(M j±

i ) < Eh < E(M1±
s ) < · · · < E(Mks±

s ).(4.24)

Proof. Recall that in the transitional region (2.2) ks ≤ k, while as discussed in §2
in the metastable region, ks = k.

Note first that repeating the steps of the proof of Theorem 4.8 for spike solutions,
for any 1 ≤ j ≤ ks − 1

E(M (j+1)±
s ) > E(M j±

s ),(4.25)

and from parts (i) and (iv) of Theorem 4.1, it follows that, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ ks,

Eh < E(M j±
s ).(4.26)

Furthermore, from parts (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 4.1 for L sufficiently large,

E(M j±
i ) < Eh,(4.27)

for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Combining inequalities (4.25)-(4.27) yields the ordering
prescribed by the theorem.

Remark. Our results concerning the energy levels of the stationary solutions en-
compass all the energy results given by Carr, Gurtin and Slemrod in Proposition
8.1, and Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 of [13] when W (u), the free energy per unit volume,
is a quartic polynomial. The expressions for the first two terms given in Theorem
8.1 of [13] for the energy of the “Maxwell solution” follow immediately here from
(4.20) and (4.21).
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We conclude this section with a proof of Lemma 4.3 which now follows easily
from information used in proving energy separation.

Proof. That the claim of the lemma is true for k = 1 follows from Theorem 4.2.
For k > 1, we note that, by the scaling arguments used in the proof of Theorem
4.8,

mk(p, a) = m(p, a) and Lk(p, a) = kL(p, a),(4.28)

where mk(p, a) and Lk(p, a) are respectively the mean mass and period of the
stationary solution with lap number k corresponding to the point (p, a) ∈ Σ+. Fol-
lowing the arguments in Lemma 3.5 of [27], the locus of turning points is determined
by the condition that there exists a λk 6= 0 such that

∇Lk = λk∇mk,

which by (4.28) is equivalent to the existence of a λ 6= 0 such that

∇L = λ∇m.
By Lemma 3.5 of [27], this later condition yields precisely the locus of points (p, a) ∈
Σ+ corresponding to the turning points for monotone stationary solutions.

5. Hyperbolicity of equilibria

In this section we prove a nondegeneracy theorem, Theorem 5.1 below. It both
is of independent interest and also serves as a tool in the discussions of stability in
the next section. In what follows we denote by primes derivatives with respect to
x.

Theorem 5.1. Away from points of bifurcation from the homogeneous solution
and from turning points, zero is not in the spectrum of the linearization around a
stationary solution.

Proof. First of all note that by Lemma 1.2, it suffices to prove nondegeneracy for
the nonlocal reaction–diffusion equation only. Thus suppose u(x) is a solution of
the nonlocal reaction–diffusion equation for some value of L and m; i.e.,

u′′ + f(u)− 1
L

∫ L

0

f(u) dx = 0, x ∈ (0, L), u′(0) = u′(L) = 0,(5.1)

where f(u) = u3 − u. The associated eigenvalue problem is

Lφ = λφ,(5.2)

where

Lφ = φ′′ + f ′(u)φ− 1
L

∫ L

0

f ′(u)φdx

with Neumann boundary conditions, acting on functions φ ∈ L̇2([0, L]). It is
proven via the following two lemmas that away from points of bifurcation from a
homogeneous solution and away from turning points, zero is not in the spectrum
of (5.2). This then completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

The following lemma extends the results of Proposition 4.1.3 in Schaaf [47] to
the case of Neumann boundary conditions.
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Lemma 5.2. If u(x) is not the homogeneous solution u(x) ≡ m, then the associated
local eigenvalue problem

ψ′′ − f ′(u)ψ = µψ, ψ′(0) = ψ′(L) = 0(5.3)

has no zero eigenvalues.

Proof. Note that if u(x) solves (5.1), then it also solves the local problem

u′′ − f(u) + a = 0, x ∈ (0, L), u′(0) = u′(L) = 0.(5.4)

This means in particular that it is the solution of the initial value problem

u′′ = u3 − u+ a, u′(0) = 0, u(0) = q,(5.5)

where q ≡ q(L, m), or alternatively q ≡ q(L, p) (see [27]).
Differentiating with respect to q (keeping a fixed), we get the following initial

value problem for uq = w:

w′′ = (3u2 − 1)w, w′(0) = 0, w(0) = 1,(5.6)

Also, u′(L) = 0. Clearly, if q is given, L is a function of a and q, or alternatively
of a and p as qp > 0 throughout Σ+ ([42]). Therefore, differentiating u′(L) with
respect to q,

u′′
∂L

∂q
+ w′ = 0

at x = L. On the other hand, at x = L,

u′′ = g(q)3 − g(q) + a,

where either g(q) = q or else it is the other point of intersection of the level curve
H(u, u′) = p of the Hamiltonian

H(u, u′) =
1
2

(u′)2 − 1
4
u4 +

1
2
u2 − au

with the u′ = 0 axis.
Thus, explicitly indicating the dependence of q and L on a and p, we have

w′(L(a, p), q(a, p)) = −∂L
∂q

(g3(q)− g(q) + a).

Now suppose that ψ(x) is a zero–eigenfunction of (5.3). Then, normalizing, we see
that ψ satisfies the same initial value problem (5.6) as w, so by uniqueness of the
solution of the initial value problem and from the second boundary condition in
(5.3),

0 = ψ′(L) = −∂L
∂q

(g3(q)− g(q) + a).

Differentiating

p+
1
4
q4 − 1

2
q2 + aq = 0

with respect to p, it follows that if ψ is a zero–eigenfunction, we must have

0 =
∂L

∂p

dg(q)
dq

(g3(q)− g(q) + a)2.

However, from [42] we know that L is monotone in p, dg/dq is nonzero by inspection
of the phase plane ( or see [42] ), and g(q)3−g(q)+a = 0 only for the homogeneous
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solution. Thus, if u(x) is not the homogeneous solution, (5.3) does not admit a
zero–eigenfunction.

Note that though the following lemma is stated for f(u) = −u+ u3, it does not
depend on the particular form of f(u).

Lemma 5.3. Let u be any stationary solution of the nonlocal problem. If u is not
a turning point solution and if the local problem (5.3) is strongly nondegenerate at
u, then so is the nonlocal problem.

Proof. Suppose we are not at a turning point and suppose that the nonlocal problem
is not strongly nondegenerate; then there exists a zero eigenfunction, i.e. a function
w such that

w′′ + (−3u2 + 1)w − 1
L

∫ L

0

(−3u2 + 1)w dx = 0, x ∈ (0, L),(5.7)

w′(0) = w′(L) = 0, and
1
L

∫ L

0

w dx = 0.

On the other hand, away from turning points, the derivative of u with respect to
m, um, is well-defined and satisfies

um
′′ + (−3u2 + 1)um − 1

L

∫ L

0

(−3u2 + 1)um dx = 0, x ∈ (0, L),(5.8)

um
′(0) = um

′(L) = 0, and
1
L

∫ L

0

um dx = 1.

Multiplying (5.7) by um and (5.8) by w, integrating, and subtracting, we get that∫ L

0

(−3u2 + 1)w dx = 0,(5.9)

but then w is also an eigenfunction corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of the local
problem.

This theorem allows us to conclude that, away from points of bifurcation from the
homogeneous solution ( which by [42] are known to be the only points of bifurcation
which occur ) and from turning points, the Conley indices of all stationary solutions
are pointed spheres of some dimension.

6. Stability

We shall denote by Wu the (local) unstable manifold of a solution. The main
result of this section is

Theorem 6.1. dimWu(Mk±
i ) = k − 1; dimWu(Mk±

s ) = k.

Proof. First we deal with Mk±
i solutions in the unstable case.

Lemma 6.2. In the unstable case dim (Mk±
i ) = k − 1.
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Proof. Consider the situation for L slightly above the k-th bifurcation point. It
is easily checked that (a) the homogeneous solution Mh has index Σk; (b) the
solutions Mk±

i have indices Σd for some d by Theorem 5.1; (c) the set S =
Mh ∪Mk±

i ∪C(Mh, M
k±
i ) is an isolated invariant set with index Σk−1 (by contin-

uation with respect to L to the trivial solution to a value of L slightly below the
bifurcation point); therefore the homology mod 2 complex of its index, H∗(h(S)) is
(0, . . . , Z2, 0, . . . ) where the non-zero entry is located in the (k − 1)th place and
hence it is one–dimensional, and (d) {Mk+

i , Mk−
i , Mh} is a Morse decomposition

for that set (this follows from energy considerations). We have that the connection
matrix for that Morse decomposition is

∆̃ =

 0 0 α
0 0 α
0 0 0

 .(6.1)

The conclusion that ∆̃(1, 2) = 0 comes from energy considerations. By the Z2

symmetry of the equation, C(Mh, M
k+
i ) has the same structure as C(Mh, M

k−
i ),

and hence since we are working over Z2, the entries ∆̃(1, 3) and ∆̃(2, 3) must be
identical. Now we invoke the rank condition [23], which in this case states that

dimH∗(h(S)) = dim ker(∆̃)− rank (∆̃).

Since

dim ker(∆̃) + rank (∆̃) = 3,

and (c) above means dimH∗(h(S)) = 1, we have that the rank of ∆̃ is 1, so that α
is an isomorphism. But that means that the k − 1-st singular homology group of
h(Mk±

i ) is Z2, which means by the nondegeneracy result of Theorem 5.1 and the
rank condition that d = k − 1. That the index does not change as we increase L
also follows from Theorem 5.1.

Lemma 6.3. In both the metastable and transitional cases, dim (Mk±
i ) = k − 1.

Proof. We use a continuation argument. By Theorem 5.1, away from turning points
and points of bifurcation from the homogeneous solution, all equilibria are hyper-
bolic. In the notation of Theorem 4.2, all turning points lie along a curve γ, while
all the points of bifurcation from the homogeneous solution lie along the curve σ2.
The curve γ admits a parametrization a = aγ(p), while σ2 can be parametrized
as a = a2(p) (see Lemma 1.7). Along both curves a is monotone decreasing as a
function of p.

Let Σ+
i denote the region enclosed by the curves γ1, σ2 and σ0. By the arguments

of [42, 27] points (p, a) in Σ+
i are in one to one correspondence to the monotone

interface solutions (M1±
i ). Furthermore, it is not hard to show that the curves Cm

with m = 1/
√

5 and m = 1/
√

3 subdivide Σ+
i into three sets Σu+

i , Σt+
i , Σm+

i , which
correspond to interface solutions in unstable, transitional, and metastable regions,
respectively.

We proceed to prove the lemma for M1±
i only, since it is easy to see that these

three regions are invariant under the scalings of Lemma 2.1, since γ is thus invariant
by Lemma 4.3. Fix a point (p∗, a∗) in Σm+

i . From the geometry of the curves Cm

it is clear that by following any path Γ along which a is non-increasing and p is
decreasing, we shall sooner or later hit a point (p∗∗, a∗∗) in Σu+

i . Along Γ the
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solution M1±
i remains hyperbolic by Lemma 5.1, since we do not intersect either γ

or σ2. Therefore the dimension of the unstable manifold is conserved along Γ.

Lemma 6.4. In both the metastable and transitional cases dim (Mk±
s ) = k.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.2, except that we consider the
situation slightly above the k-th turning point Lk. Then the set Mk±

i ∪Mk±
s ∪

C(Mk±
s , Mk±

i ) is an isolated invariant set with index 0 and {Mk+
i , Mk−

i , Mk+
s ,

Mk−
s } is a Morse decomposition with connection matrix

∆̃ =


0 0 β γ
0 0 γ β
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,(6.2)

where we have again used symmetry and energy considerations. Since the rank of
this matrix is 2, we conclude that either β or γ is an isomorphism. It is not hard
to see that this implies that h(Mk±

s ) = Σk. Again, increasing L does not change
the index by Theorem 5.1.

Remark. Note that by considering the invariant set Mk+
i ∪Mk+

s ∪ C(Mk+
i , Mk+

i )
and the above argument, we can prove, for L sufficiently close to a fold point, that
β is an isomorphism (and consequently, γ is the zero homomorphism). This means
that close to the k-th turning point there exists a heteroclinic connection between
Mk+

s and Mk+
i , as well as between Mk−

s and Mk−
i . This fact will be used later on.

Remark. Alternatively, the dimensions of the unstable manifolds can be computed
using the nondegeneracy result of the previous section. Note first the dimension
of the unstable manifold for large L (small ε) for Mk±

i was computed in [9], and
more recently by different methods in [44]. For the case of spike solutions in the
transitional case, the dimension of the unstable manifold can be easily obtained
by a local bifurcation analysis at the point of coalescence of the turning point
with bifurcation from the homogeneous solution (see [43] and [16]). Now using the
nondegeneracy results of the previous section and continuity arguments as in the
proof of Lemma 6.3 above, the desired results are obtained.

Remark. Note that while it is possible to homotopy the nonlocal problem to an
associated local problem and to show in this way that the index of instability is
identical for the nonlocal and associated local problems [24], these methods do not
allow us to determine the number of zero eigenvalues.

7. Structure of the attractor

In this section we prove existence of certain kinds of heteroclinic connections
between stationary solutions. We concentrate primarily on the harder metastable
case. The main tools are the energy separation results obtained above and the
Conley connection matrix [14],[23]; the reader is referred to those papers for the
relevant background. First, we remark on the unstable case. Here the best results
are due to Mischaikow [35]:
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7.1. The unstable case. If L ∈ (kπ/
√

1− 3m2, (k+1)π/
√

1− 3m2), a Morse de-
composition under the flow–induced order for the attractor is given by {M1±

i , . . . ,

Mk±
i , Mh}. In this case it is possible to compare the global attractor of the vis-

cous Cahn-Hilliard homotopy with that of the Chaffee-Infante ( Allen–Cahn [2] )
equation defined on the interval [0, π]:

ut = uxx + λ2(u− u3),

u(0, t) = u(π, t) = 0.

For any λ > 0, for the Chaffee-Infante ( Allen-Cahn ) equation there is a trivial
stationary solution which we denote as Mh in addition to 2k (= 2[λ]) nontrivial
stationary states which come in pairs having lap number l(j), j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k},
which we denote as M j±.

The precise relation between the two attractors is as follows:

Theorem 7.1. If g is a gradient system with attractor Aλ
g having the bifurcation

diagram of the Chaffee-Infante equation with bifurcation parameter λ, then there
exists a flow ψλ on a ball D[λ], such that the flow on the attractor Aλ

g is semi-
conjugate to the flow ψλ.

This follows from Theorem 1.2 of [35]. The proof in [35] proceeds by verifying
four assumptions A1–A4 which we now review briefly.

• A1 is an assumption on the existence of a compact attractor. For the entire
Cahn–Hilliard homotopy, this is proved in Theorem 3.4.

• A2 says that the sets {M1±
i , M2±

i , . . . ,M j±
i , Mh} for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} form

a Morse decomposition for the attractor; this follows from the energy consid-
erations of Theorem 4.1.

• A3 is a statement concerning the cohomology Conley indices of the Morse
sets; this follows from the instability index computations of Lemma 6.2.

• A4 is a statement concerning the structure of the connection matrix for this
Morse decomposition. More precisely, using Alexander–Spanier cohomology
with coefficients in Z, it is shown in [35] that the connection matrix is the
2[λ]× 2[λ] matrix ∆ with the structure

∆ =

 O2×2 O2×2 · · ·
C O2×2 · · ·
· · · C · · ·

 ,
where the subdiagonal 2× 2 blocks C have the form

C =
[

1 −1
1 −1

]
.

It is easy to see that if instead we use singular homology with coefficients in
Z2 the resulting connection matrix will be

∆ =


O2×2 D · · · · · ·
· · · O2×2 D · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · O2×2

 ,
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where the D blocks have the form

D =
[

1 1
1 1

]
.

The fact that the connection matrix in this case has the requisite structure
follows from the bifurcation analysis of [27]; see [35] for details of the argu-
ment.

In other words, the attractor for the viscous Cahn-Hilliard homotopy contains
all the connections of the Chaffee–Infante attractor.

Corollary 7.2. In the unstable region, for all α ∈ [0, 1] there exist heteroclinic
connections from every Mk±

i solution to every M j±
i solution, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n.

Furthermore, Mh is connected to every Mk±
i solution, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

In the metastable case Mischaikow’s theorem cannot be applied, as there is a
much richer set of equilibria and clearly, for example, assumption A2 does not hold.

7.2. The metastable case. For reasons described in §8, we cannot at this stage
obtain exhaustive information about the structure of the attractor even for α close
to 1. However, Theorem 4.10 allows us to say something about certain “slices” of
the attractor in this case.

Fix m ∈ (1/
√

3, 1), so that we are in the metastable case. Let L̃k < L < L̃k+1,
where L̃k is the k-th turning point, k ≥ 2 for simplicity. There is a maximal integer
0 < rm ≡ rm(L) ≤ k, such that for k ≤ rm we have

E(M1±
i ) < · · · < E(M rm±

i ) < E(Mh).

It is clear that rm(L) is an increasing function of L.
We present now two auxiliary lemmas which will aid in understanding the struc-

ture of the set {M j±
i , j = 1, . . . , rm(L) }. For any m ∈ (0, 1), let

Erel ≡ E(p, a)− 1
4
m4 +

1
2
m2.

Noting that Erel = E(p, a)− Eh, clearly Erel < 0 for all interface solutions in the
unstable region as well as for the set {M j±

i , j = 1, . . . , rm(L) }. Let us denote by
Σ+

Erel
the subset of Σ+ on which Erel < 0. With regard to Σ+

Erel
< 0, we have the

following description:

Lemma 7.3. There exists a unique monotone decreasing curve γrel, connecting the
points (− 7

100 ,
4

5
√

5
) and (1

4 , 0), which lies below γ such that Σ+
Erel

is bounded by the
curves σ0, σ2, and γrel.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that Erel = 0 along σ1 ∪ σ2 and by (4.16),
Ep < 0; hence Erel < 0 along σ0. From Theorem 4.1 we obtain looking along
curves Cm that

d

dp
Erel(p, am(p)) > 0 above γ,

d

dp
Erel(p, am(p)) < 0 below γ;(7.1)

hence, in particular, we may conclude that Erel > 0 along γ, the locus of turning
points.

We claim similarly that
d

dp
Erel(p, aL(p)) > 0 above γ,

d

dp
Erel(p, aL(p)) < 0 below γ.(7.2)
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This can be demonstrated as follows:
It is easy to calculate that

d

dp
Erel(p, aL(p))

=
[
Ep − mp

ma
Ea

]
+

[mp

ma
− Lp

La

]
Ea +

[
mp −ma

La

Lp

]
(1−m2)m,

which using (4.20) and (4.21) becomes

=
W

4

[
J0

Lma
+

EaL

maLa
+

L

La
(1 −m2)m

]
.

Employing (4.17), this further simplifies to yield

d

dp
Erel(p, am(p)) =

WL

4La
[m−m3 − a].

To ascertain the sign of d
dpErel(p, aL(p)), we set

F = m−m3 − a,

and note that (see [42]) F = 0 along σ1 ∪ σ2 and d
dpF (p, am(p)) = − d

dpa
m(p) > 0.

Hence, F > 0 throughout the interior of Σ+. Since

Lp, La, mp, ma > 0(7.3)

by Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.7, and since W < 0 above γ and W > 0 below γ,
(7.2) is shown to hold.

We may now conclude that there exists a unique curve γrel which lies below
γ. From (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3), it follows now that γrel may be parametrized as a
monotone decreasing curve aErel = aErel(p) as described in the lemma.

Let us define

Ik =
{

(a, p) ∈ Σ+ | 2k is
the maximal number of interface solutions with

energy less than Eh in an interval of length L(a, p)

}
.

We then have the following lemma giving information on the shape of the domains
Ik.

Lemma 7.4. The domain Σ+
Erel

can be partitioned into Ik, k = 1, 2, . . . , connected
regions, such that any point (a, p) ∈ Σ+

Erel
∩Ik may be connected to a point (0, p) ∈

Σ+
Erel

∩ Ik by a continuous curve lying entirely within Ik.

Proof. Let m ∈ (0, 1) be fixed and denote C̃m = Cm∩Σ+
Erel

. By Lemma 7.3, γrel lies
below γ. Hence it follows from Theorem 4.2 that, along C̃m, L(a, p) increases from
a minimum value Lmin(m) attained at the intersection of C̃m with σ2∪γrel towards
infinity as the point (0, 1

4 ) is approached. Since by its definition Erel denotes the
specific relative free energy of a solution, Erel of a non-monotone interface solution
is Erel of any (identical) maximal monotone segments of which it is composed. Thus
when L(a, p) > 2Lmin(m), there exist at least 4 interface solutions with energy less
than Eh. In this manner, we define

k(a, p) ≡
[
L(a, p)
Lmin(m)

]
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(where square brackets denote integer part of a number), which increases from 1 to
∞ as L increases along C̃m from Lmin(m) to ∞. The locus of points (a, p) ∈ Σ+

Erel

where k(a, p) = 1, 2, 3, . . . constitute unique curves which may be denoted as Ck

which connect the point along σ0 at which L(a, p) = 2πk with the point (0, 1
4 ).

Clearly the curves Ck demarcate the boundaries of the regions Ik, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
See Figure 2.

Now fix m ∈ ( 1√
3
, 1) so that we are in the metastable region again, and let AL,m

α

denote the attractor where the L dependence as well as the α and m dependence
has now been included explicitly in the notation. Consider the “slice”

ÃL,m
α =

⋃
k≤r

Mk±
i

⋃
k≤r

Mk±
s ∪Mh ∪ C,

where r = rm(L) and where in C we have lumped all the connections between all
the equilibria {Mk±

s , Mk±
i , Mh}, k ≤ r. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 7.5. In the metastable case, for α sufficiently close to 1, ÃL,m
α is an iso-

lated invariant set.

Proof. From Theorem 4.10, ÃL,m
α will fail to be an isolated invariant set only if an

equilibrium Mp±
i , r < p ≤ n, is arbitrarily close to an element of ÃL,m

α . However,
this would mean that there exists a solution connecting Mk±

s , for some k ≤ r, to
Mp±

i . Since p > k, this would contradict Theorem 1.4.

a

p

I

I
I

0

1
2

Σ
+

γ

γrel

ξ(τ)

Figure 2. The sets Ik
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With regard to the structure of ÃL,m
α , here is our principal result:

Theorem 7.6. In the metastable case for α sufficiently close to 1, the following
connections exist in ÃL,m

α :
1. between each Mk±

i and each Mp±
i , 1 ≤ p < k ≤ r;

2. between each Mk±
s and each Mp±

s , 1 ≤ p < k ≤ r;
3. between each Mk±

s and Mh, 1 ≤ k ≤ r, and, finally,
4. between each Mk+

s and each Mp+
i , 1 ≤ p ≤ k ≤ r, with a similar statement

holding for the “minus” solutions.

Proof. Step I. Decompose ÃL,m
α as follows:

Q1 =
r⋃

k=1

Mk±
s ∪Mh ∪ {all connections among these equilibria},

Q2 =
r⋃

k=1

Mk±
i ∪ {all connections among these equilibria},

and ÃL,m
α = Q1 ∪Q2 ∪ C(Q1, Q2). Then we have

Lemma 7.7. Q1 is an isolated invariant set and h(Q1) = Σr.

Proof. Let (Q1, Q2) be the decomposition of ÃL,m
α given above. By Lemma 7.4,

there exists a continuous curve ξ(τ), τ ∈ [0, 1], lying entirely in Ir, such that ξ(0) =
(a, p) corresponds to (L, m) and ξ(1) lies on σ0, i.e corresponds tom = 0. The proof
now is by continuation in the parameter τ along ξ(τ). Note that (Q2(τ), Q1(τ))
is an attractor–repellor pair for ÃL,m

α (τ) for all τ ∈ [0, 1] and Q2(τ) is an isolated
invariant set. This is the consequence of the fact that the energies of all interface
solutions in ÃL,m

α are below that of Mh. This means that Q1(τ) is an isolated
invariant set for all τ . Furthermore, as h(ÃL,m

α (τ)) and h(Q2(τ)) are independent
of τ , it follows that h(Q1(0)) = h(Q1(1)). However, for τ = 1, as we are in Ir and
m = 0 we have that Q1(1) = Mh and L̃r < L < L̃r+1; hence h(Q1(1)) = Σr.

Next consider the following Morse decomposition of ÃL,m
α :

ÃL,m
α = {M1±

i , . . . , M r±
i , Q1}.

This construction is equivalent to collapsing the whole set Q1 to a point. We use the
above continuation and the formalism of transition systems [45] to establish all the
degree −1 connections in part 1 of the theorem. Note that at τ = 1 the connection
matrix which we denote by ∆1 (using singular homology with coefficients in Z2) is
[35] (see the discussion following Theorem 7.1)

∆1 =


O2×2 D · · · · · ·
· · · O2×2 D · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · O2×2

 ,
where the D blocks, which correspond to connections from Mk±

i solutions to
M

(k−1)±
i solutions, have the form

D =
[

1 1
1 1

]
.
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If T 01 is the transition matrix from τ = 0 to τ = 1, then a brute force computation
shows that it has to be an identity matrix. Hence the connection matrix at τ = 0
which we denote by ∆0 has the same structure as ∆1; this establishes all the degree
−1 connections in part 1.

Step II. Now consider the finest Morse decomposition of ÃL,m
α given by all the

Morse sets M ·
i , M

·
s, Mh. “Reflating” Q1 has no influence on the connections estab-

lished in Step I. Furthermore, the weak lap number principle shows that the Morse
sets Mk±

i and Mk±
s are adjacent under the flow defined order. These two facts

contain enough information to enable us to determine the missing entries from the
connection matrix for this Morse decomposition, as we show next.

Consider the connection matrix ∆f for this fine Morse decomposition. First, we
have that this is a (4r+ 1)× (4r+ 1) matrix of maps on homology by counting the
equilibria. Its rank is 2r (by the rank condition), and it has the following structure:

∆τ =

 ∆ii O2r×1 ∆si

O1×2r O1×1 ∆sh

O2r×2r O2r×1 ∆ss

 .
Here ∆ii is the connection matrix for the interval of interface solutions, which was
constructed in step I above; that is, ∆ii is the submatrix created from the first 2r
rows and columns of ∆0. ∆sh is a 1×2r matrix and ∆ss is an 2r×2r matrix. First
we compute the matrix ∆si, which has the structure

∆si =

 B1 O2×2 · · ·
O2×2 B2 · · ·
· · · · · · · · ·

 ,
where all Bi are 2 × 2 matrices. Note that by the weak lap number principle,
the set Mk+

s ∪Mk+
i ∪ C(Mk+

s ,Mk+
i ) is an isolated invariant set for all L > L̃k.

A connection between these two Morse sets close to that turning point has been
established in Lemma 6.4 and the remark following it. Continuing in the parameter
L beyond L = L̃k we see that the connection persists (again the transition matrix
is the identity matrix [45]). Therefore all the blocks are the same, and are just the
2× 2 identity matrices. This proves part 4 of the theorem dealing with degree −1
connections.

Step III. It remains to establish the connections in parts 2 and 3 of the theorem.
There is more than one way of doing that, but probably the easiest one is to
remember that ∆f is a connection matrix, so that ∆f ◦ ∆f = O(4r+1)×(4r+1).
Incorporating the information obtained in Steps I and II, we have that

∆ss =


O2×2 C · · · · · ·
· · · O2×2 C · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · O2×2

 ,
where the 2 × 2 blocks C are matrices of isomorphisms. This proves part 2 of the
theorem for degree −1 connections. The same computation shows that

∆sh = [1 1 0 · · · ],
which gives us all the degree −1 connections in part 3.

All the degree −n, n > 1 connections in the theorem are then established by
appealing to Theorem E of [30].
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Denote by Dr
a the ball in Rr of radius a; Sr−1

a = ∂Dr
a. We have

Corollary 7.8. The flow on Aα
L,r is semiconjugate to the flow Ψr

a : R×Dr
1 → Dr

1

generated by the system of ODEs

ξ̇ = Qξ − 〈Qξ, ξ〉ξ, ξ ∈ Sr−1
1 ,(7.4)

ρ̇ = ρ(ρ− a)(1− ρ), ρ ∈ [0, 1], 0 < a < 1,(7.5)

where Q is an r × r diagonal matrix, Qii = 1/i (compare with [35]).

Proof. First of all note that since (see Step I in the proof of Theorem 7.6) all the
assumptions A1–A4 of [35] are satisfied for the flow of ÂL,m

α by which we denote
ÃL,m

α with the Morse decomposition {M1±
i , . . . ,M r±

i , Q1}, we have that that flow
is semiconjugate to a Chaffee–Infante flow. Second, if we reverse the direction of
the flow on Q1, we see that again all the assumptions of the theorem of Mischaikow
are satisfied. Therefore it only remains to prove the semiconjugacy of the flow on
ÃL,m

α \Q1 to the flow generated by (7.4)–(7.5) on int(Dr
1) \Dr

a. Assume that there
exists a solution curve χ(a) connecting a rest point on Sr−1

a to a rest point on Sr−1
1

under Ψr
a. Deforming the flow Ψr

a by taking a to 0, we deform χ(a) to a trajectory
χ(0) connecting the origin to a rest point on Sr−1

1 . Clearly, Ψr
0 is conjugate to a

Chaffee–Infante flow [35], so the flow on ÂL,m
α is semiconjugate to Ψr

0. Therefore
χ(0) corresponds to a trajectory on ÂL,m

α . But then by the proof of Theorem 7.6,
χ(a) corresponds to a trajectory on ÃL,m

α .

8. Remarks and conclusions

In this paper we have added to the collection of bifurcation diagrams obtained
in [27] the related information concerning the energy levels of all the stationary
states of the viscous Cahn-Hilliard homotopy. We have further demonstrated a
joint continuity property for the set of global attractors in terms of mean mass
and the homotopy parameter α. Hyperbolicity of the set of equilibria has been
demonstrated away from turning points and points of bifurcation from the homo-
geneous state, and combined with local stability analysis, the index of instability is
calculated for all equilibria. Combining the above information, partial information
is obtained on the possible connections which may exist on the global attractor.

Here we would like to comment on the difficulties associated with any further
analysis of the attractor of the viscous Cahn-Hilliard homotopy. One difficulty is
technical; i.e., it is easy to check that it is possible to find values of the parameters
L and m so that the energy of some spike solutions will be lower than that of
some interface solutions. Thus even though the energy of all the stationary states
are calculable, it may be cumbersome to prescribe further, more detailed Morse
decompositions.

Another problem is the fact that the energy-defined Morse decomposition of
the attractor in the transitional and metastable cases does not determine the con-
nection matrix uniquely. In such a case, additional information on the dynamical
system is required to be able to fix the structure of connections. An elegant the-
ory of connections for scalar reaction-diffusion equations in one dimension can be
found in [19, 20]. We note that these authors do not use energy information, but
instead rely on consequences of the maximum principle, which provide a very pre-
cise description of stable and unstable manifolds of equilibria. In particular, it is
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possible to prove [5, 32] that the flows generated by such dynamical systems are
Morse-Smale. This additional information allows one to rule out certain topologies
of attractors. The question whether the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation generates
a Morse-Smale dynamical system is thus of considerable interest. It is clear that
if the answer is positive, energy information obtained in this paper will uniquely
determine the pattern of connections.

It would also be of interest to understand whether the weak lap number principle
holds for all values of α ∈ [0, 1], as this would allow us to prove the equivalent of
Theorem 7.6 for the whole homotopy.

Lastly, there may be other gradient systems or perturbations of gradient systems
for which the structure of the global attractor might be accessible with the methods
developed here.
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